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Natural motion for robot arms
Abstract
This paper describes some initial steps toward the development of more natural control strategies for free
motion of robot arms. The standard lumped parameter dynamical model of an open kinematic chain is shown
to be stabilizable by linear feedback, after nonlinear gravitational terms have been cancelled. A new control
algorithm is proposed and is shown to drive robot joint positions and velocities asymptotically toward
arbitrary time-varying reference trajectories.
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l:t\t three  terms as the "inverse Filter" portion of the control rT = 6 di,L - d,L 
d t  
.irairgy. 
In t r l i t ion  ~uight  suggest.  to t h e  rontrav.   that ,  terms vhich do not 
contril)lltr to  in\tability  ollght,  not t o  be cancrlled: if inveme 
f'iltrring ic rountrnanced. it should be :IS clowly matcbrd to the 
\t;1hIr p;Irt of t h e  pi;mt, as possible. T h e  central result of this 
r::~prr, prc\cntrtl in Section 3. is the  tlenonztration [ha t  system 
( I )  c a n  be  itahilized I;? Linenr state feedhark in t h p  a l w n c e  of the 
gr;i\-it:ltional term of t h e  vector field, k ( 0 ) .  In consequence. a new 
algorithm  which  incorporates  the  moment of inertia  and  roriolis 
matrices in the prerompensating "inverse filter" rather than "pole 
placement" portion of the strategy. is shown, in Section 3 ,  t>o drive 
0 a n d  tolrard  arbitrary reference  trajectories.  This  arrangement 
hrgin5 to  EuggeGt the sort of reference models whose output might 
specify "natural  motion." 
2. Notation  and  Preliminary  Results 
To aid the exposition of the main reslr!t. it. is worth pausing to 
review the  derivation of (1) and  introduce  some not.ation. If 
a' 0 . R" -+ R" has continuous  first  partial  derivatives.  denote it.s m 
x n jacobian  matrix  as  dg. \\%en we require only a  subset of 
derivatives. e.g. when X = [ti], x i  E R"L n l  + n2 = n. and we 
desire the jarobian of g w i t h  respect to the variables xl' as x, is 
held fixed, we may write 
L J  
where I is the n l  X nl  identity matrix. and 0 is the n2 X n1 zero 
matrix. I f  A E R" x then  its  representation in  R"" formed  by 
"stacking'  each  column below the previous - Bellman's  "stack' 
oprrator [ z ]  - will be denoted AS. If A is an n X m array, and B is 
a p x q array then their Kronecker Product is defined as the UP X 
m q  array 
"1 
I f  g(x)  & ~ ( x ) b ,  where b is a  constant  vector in Rm. then it mag be 
s h o x n  that 
\ \here  I n  denotes the n X n it1entit.y matrix. 
To deri\-e (1) we w i l l  use the  Lagrange  formulation of the 
dynamical  equations. If B is a  vector of generalized  coordinates. 
with  deriratires: wj then it can be shown  that  the t.otal  kinetic 
energy of the  robot  arm is given by 
K 9 I wT,lf w! 
where hl. depends upon transcendental terms in 6, arising from the 
kinematics of the arm. If 4 is the gravitational potential. and r is 
the  vector of generalized  forces  applied  at,  each joint, then the 
equations of mot,ion  obtain  from 
where L & K - a. If .  as in this case, d does not  depend upon w, then 
we may  write 
d - d w L = - d  d K 
df d t  
= 2' d ( L l f ~ )  
- wT [. @ 4 7  [d,M ] . P 
Expression (3) may  thus  be  re-written  as 
;. lk G + $ [ (w 3 I )  [ d,Af  ] - [ d,Af]Ir ( w a I ) ]  w 
-  I [ .I4 - J ] W !  
where J is a  skew-symmetric  matrix for all w and 8. In other words. 
B. the coriolis and centripetal force term in (1) may be written as 
t.he sum of the time derivative of the positive definite symmetric 
moment of inertia matrix,M, and a skew-symmetric matrix, J .  
3. A Simpler  Stabilizing  Feedback  Strategy 
It is now pvsible to show tha t  in the absence of gravity, and 
admitting  assumption ( i ) ,  from  Section 1,  any  kinematic  hain 
possessed of a positive definite moment of inertia matrix is stable 
in t.he large.  The  same  Lyapunov  functi& used in the h e r  
demonst.ration may be again employed to show that the system is 
st.abilizable - i.e.,  may be made  globally  asymptotically  stable 
- using  linear  state  feedback. For the  sake of brevity, it, is 
preferable t o  prove a single statement  regarding  the full robot 
model presented  in  the  introduction. 
Define  a  simpler  pole  placement  feedback  algorithm 
rp, 2 k(8)  - T I W  - y08, 
which  gives  rise to  the closed  loop  sJ-stem 
e = w  
W = - >l-'(O)( (B + ~ ~ 1 ) u  + 1,O 1. 
Theorem 1: System ( 4 )  is globally  asymptotically 
stahle. 
Proof: Consider  the  positive  definite  Lyapunov  candidate 
= L ( ?,,JTe + u~~~ lu ) ,  A 
whose t.ime derivative is given by 
734 
Since J is 5keu-symmetric.  the first term of the last 
equation is zero. and i, is negative semi-definite. Thuq. the 
error system is globall> stable.  and _ I  converges t o  zero. 
To  show that the  system is globally as>-mptotically stable 
- i .e.  that 8 conrerges to zero as vel1 - it suffices to show 
that the wctor field in ( 4 )  is never directed toward the 
interior nor lies upon  the  boundary of the  surface 
devribed by i. = 0. In the rase at hand. this surface is 
the  time-inrariant subspare 0.  and  the vector field 
restricted to  this Subypacc 2 s  given by 
Since 11 is poqiti\-e definite. the condi t ion is satisfied. and 
t hr rrs~llt follows. 0 
F ~ l t ~ l r e  searrh ma! reveal terms in the gravitational part of the 
vector field  of ( 1 ) .  k ,  to  be harmless  from  the  point  of view of 
st;Ihility. Thic would afford a still simpler version of r p . .  
4. A New Algorithm 
The  s t ra teg-  of rPI - pole placement preceded by inl-erye filtering 
of the pole-placed system - may be imitated in light of Theorem 
1 b,v the follouing feedback algorithm: 
( 5 )  
rP,] k k + Bdr + -:lf + 7ob. 
The reader will notice that  a portion of this expression  exactly 
matches rp while t h e  remaining  terms  involving  the  reference 
cignals consr i tute  t h e  "inl-erse  filter" of system (1). The resulting 
error equation5 may  be written as 
b = r  ( 6 )  
= - If" [ E3 < + + 1 .  
and are s c ~ n  to be globally asymp-oticallJ- stable by appeal to the 
met  hods of Theorem 1, 
Corollary 2: System ( 6 )  is globally asymptotically 
ctable . 
Proof: Define the  Lyapunov  candidate 
1 '  = J. ( -,ET6 + r T . Z i c  ) A 
rtntl follow the same argument as iu the proof of Theorem 
1 .  E 
Of cour'e. i t  is no more poaiible t o  match coefficient5 exactly in 
a n  "inverse" prr-filter than to cancel them via state feedback: rP.] 
has .  as  >-et. no  better  theoretical claim t o  having  addreiced  the 
prot~lenlc  of as-umption ( i i i )  in :he introduction  than hac rpI. 
I I o u c v ~ r .  n - ~ l r m i n g  that k ( 8 ) .  the  gra\-itaional  torqurs. m a y  he 
coniputcd uith  \ufficicnt accur.ncy ( they  are  comp~~tationnll?- lei\ 
corupleuj.  there is bonIc reacon to  belie\-e t h a t  r p , ]  i \  prcfcrnt?le in 
thii regard. In  a linear wtting. the sral,ilit>- of the  c l o w l  loop ma>- 
be con1pron1i~d I>>- trying to cancel parameters nhose \-slues are 
not known  with  sufficient  accuracy in the  feedback  parkway:  an 
innaccurate  precompensating  filter  followed by a  stable  plant 
(stabilized  without prescribed poles) may cause  innaccurate 
tracking but will  never produce instability. Independent theoretical 
arguments  are  needed t o  establish  the  analogous  result  for rP.*. 
since the  computation of hl and B still depends  upon  plant 
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